2018 Autumn 6th C2CAN China
Business Development Trip

for Canadian Medtech, Biotech and
Digital Health Companies

November 10 – 21，2018

China Business Development Trips：
Since 2016, C2CAN has successfully organized five China Business
Development Trips and has been widely acclaimed by Chinese and
Canadian participating companies, investment institutions, and all levels
of government. In order to further promote mutual understanding and
collaboration between Chinese and Canadian companies and help
companies in both countries find partners in their respective fields to
jointly promote the development of global business, C2CAN will organize
the sixth China business development trip in November 2018. C2CAN
has assisted more than 60 Canadian technology companies in
building China market intelligence, developing high potential business
relationships and partnerships, accessing government assistance and
soft landing programs, and raising in excess of $10M in investment.

About the 6th C2CAN China Business Development
Trip:
Our 6th C2CAN China Business Development Trip will focus on one of
the most advantageous sectors of Canada--- medical technologies. We
are going to bring 10-15 innovative Canadian companies to the hottest
medical technologies hubs in China, including Beijing, Shenzhen,
Guangzhou, and Hong Kong. Companies will do the presentations and
have B2B meetings with local industrial partners and investors on the
top platforms in China, such as China Council for Promotion of
International Trade Guangdong Committee in Guangzhou, Hong Kong
Science and Technology Park in Hong Kong, and TusStar in Beijing.
Companies will also have the opportunities to meet and visit world-class
Chinese medical public companies, including Mindray, BGI, and Da An
Gene, and explore the potential partnerships with them. In addition,
participators will be able to explore the most well-developed Chinese
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metropolises, experience traditional Chinese culture, and enjoy worldrenowned Chinese cuisine, in this golden autumn.

Forms of Activities:
Roadshows; Pitch Events; Business to Business meetings with potential
partners and stakeholders (with leads of needs); High-tech Zone and
company tours; Culture experience

Schedule:
November 10 - 21, 2018
Departure: Vancouver, BC to Hong Kong
Stop 1: Hong Kong
B2B meetings and culture experience

November 10
November 11-12

Local Partners:
¨ Hong Kong Science and Technology Park (HKSTP), hkstp.org/en
¨ Saltagen Ventures, saltagen.com
Stop 2: Shenzhen
November 12-15
Roadshows, B2B meetings with investors and industrial partners, freearrangement time for individual B2B meetings and follow-ups,
MedTech company tours
Local Partners:
¨ Shenzhen General Chamber of Commerce
¨ BGI Genomics, bgi.com/global/
¨ Mindray Medical International Limited, mindraynorthamerica.com
¨ Shenzhen Pingshan New District
¨ Shenzhen Guangming New District
Stop 3：Guangzhou
November 15-18
Roadshows, B2B meetings with investors and industrial partners, freearrangement time for individual B2B meetings and follow-ups,
MedTech company tours
Local Partners:
¨ China Council for Promotion of International Trade Guangdong
Committee, gdefair.com/en/index.asp
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¨ Guangzhou Pharmaceutical Holdings Limited, en.gpc.com.cn/

¨
¨
¨
¨
¨

Guangzhou International Bio Island, bio-ishisland.com/en/
Da An Gene, daan.joomcn.com/
CVTE, en.gpc.com.cn/
Guangdong Improve Medical Technology, improve-med.com
Dongguan Songshanhu Biotechnology Park

Stop 4: Beijing
November 18-21
Roadshows, B2B meetings with investors and industrial partners, freearrangement time for individual B2B meetings and follow-ups, and
culture experience
Local Partners:
¨ TusStar, tusstar-en.com
¨ Tsinghua Tongfang, en.thtf.com.cn/
¨ THG Ventures, th-vc.com/en/
¨ Beijing Brio Technology, brio-tech.com/en/Default.aspx
Return: Beijing to Vancouver

November 21

Cost:
Total Cost Per Person：$3,900 CAD, including international round-trip
economy

airfare,

domestic

airfare,

ground

transportation,

hotel

accommodation and most meals
I-INC Business Development Travel Assistance Program:
Participating Canadian companies are eligible for a travel expense
reimbursement up to $3,000 CAD (one per Company) from the
Innovate & Incubate Network of Canada
partnership

with

National

Assistance Program*conditions

Research

apply

(I-INC) and Venturelabs in
Council-Industrial

Research

，bringing the total costs of qualified

companies to only $900.00 CAD.
Note: Companies may request an extended return flight date (return must be completed by November 31st, 2018). All
companies requesting an extended return date shall be responsible for their own ground transportation, accommodation,
meals and other expenses for dates after the schedule trip return date of November 21st, 2018.
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Registration:
For registration our 2018 Autumn C2CAN China Business Development
Trip, please send us the investor slide deck and non-confidential
executive or investor summary/introduction of your company
including:1) The brief intro; 2) The team members and the highlight
of team; 3) The market size, the current competitors and the
advantages of the company; 4) Your plan and what potential demands
in China. Along with other materials such as display videos via the
Formstack:
https://sfuventurelabs.formstack.com/forms/c2can_nov_2018_china_visit_application

For questions or inquires please contact:
Curtis Yang
at curtis.yang@c2can.com

Organizers and Partners:
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Appendix
Introduction of Destinations:

Hong Kong is a specially administered territory on the eastern side
of the Pearl River estuary in southern China. Originally a lightly
populated area of farming and fishing villages, Hong Kong was formerly
a colony of the British Empire. Now, the territory has become one of the
most significant financial centers and trade ports in the world. It is the
world's seventh-largest trading entity and its legal tender, the Hong
Kong dollar, is the 13th-most traded currency. The city boasts one of
the highest per capita incomes in the world. Hong Kong has a capitalist
mixed service economy, characterized by low taxation, minimal
government market intervention, and an established international
financial market. It is the 35th-largest economy in the world, with a
nominal GDP of approximately US$364 billion.
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Shenzhen is a major city in
Guangdong Province, China,
which forms part of the Pearl
River Delta megalopolis north
of Hong Kong. Shenzhen's
modern cityscape is the result
of its vibrant economy made
possible by rapid foreign
investment since the institution of the policy of "reform and opening" in
1979. The city is a leading global technology hub, dubbed the next
Silicon Valley.
Shenzhen is home to the Shenzhen Stock Exchange as well as the
headquarters of numerous multinational companies such as Tencent,
ZTE, Huawei, BYD, Vanke, Hytera, CIMC, Shenzhen Airlines, Nepstar,
Hasee, Ping An Bank, Ping An Insurance, and China Merchants Bank.
Shenzhen ranks 22nd in the 2017 Global Financial Centers Index. It also
has one of the busiest container ports in the world.
Shenzhen is also leading the development of medical and
biotechnologies in China, with famous companies in this field including
BGI and Mindray.

Guangzhou is the capital
and most populous city of the
province
of
Guangdong,
China. Located in southern
China on the Pearl River
about
120
km
northnorthwest of Hong Kong and
Shenzhen, and 145 km north
of Macau, Guangzhou has a
history of over 2,200 years
and was a major terminus of the maritime Silk Road and continues to
serve as a major port and transportation hub today, as well as one of
China's three largest cities. Alongside Shenzhen and Hong Kong,
Guangzhou is an important part of Pearl River Delta Metropolitan Region,
as known as the Great Bay Area of China.
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Innovation and technology development are indispensable strengths of
Guangzhou. Numerous hi-tech development zones and industrial parks,
such as Guangzhou Science City and Foshan National Hi-tech Industrial
Development Zone, located in or around this city, are clear evidences
that showing how this city dedicating to innovation and technology R&D.
As for the field of MedTech, Guangzhou is the home of many renowned
enterprises, such as Da An Gene and Guangzhou International Bio Island.

Beijing is the capital of the
People's Republic of China,
the world's third most
populous city proper, and
most populous capital city.
Beijing is an important
capital and global power
city, and one of the world's
leading centers for politics, economy and business, finance, education,
culture, innovation and technology, architecture, language, and
diplomacy.
Beijing's economy ranks among the most developed and prosperous in
China. In 2013, the municipality's nominal gross domestic product (GDP)
was US$314 billion. It was about 3.43% of the country’s total output,
and ranked 13th among province-level administrative units. The
economy, which tripled in size from 2004 to 2012, grew at an annual
rate of 7.7% in 2013. Beijing has more Fortune Global 500 Company
headquarters than any other city in the world.
Combining both modern and traditional architecture, Beijing is also one
of the oldest cities in the world, with a rich history dating back three
millennia.
Our founding partners, Tsinghua Holdings and Hanhai Holdings are
headquartered in Beijing, ensuring our abundant resources and
connections in this most important city of China.
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Highlights of Past C2CAN China Business Development
Trips

Since 2016, C2CAN has successfully organized five China Trips and
brought over 60 high-tech ventures all over Canada from various
sectors, including medical technologies, Cleantech, ICT, AI, and
Robotics to major innovation hubs in China, such as Beijing, Shanghai,
Shenzhen, Guangdong, and Hong Kong. By virtue of our China trips,
the Canadian ventures had the valuable opportunities to meet,
communicate, and eventually establish the solid partnership with our
strong partners (e.g. Tsinghua Holdings, Hanhai Holdings, Shanghai
Homevalley, and Shenzhen General Chamber of Commerce etc. ) , hitech zones (e.g. Foshan National Hi-tech Industrial Development Zone
and Sanshui Industrial Park), famous Chinese public companies (e.g.
Midea Group and Tsinghua Tongfang), potential investors,
governments and top education institutions.
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Successful Stories:
The results and achievements of our China trips are fruitful and
significant. More than 10 Canadian ventures formed the partnerships
with parties from China or obtained investment from Chinese investors,
directly due to participating the China trip.
Elix is a Vancouver-based hi-tech company which is
focusing on developing innovative wireless charging
systems for EVs. It was Founded in 2013 as a spinout from the University of British Columbia (UBC). Also, Elix was named
as one of British Columbia’s top 25 most innovative companies in 2014.
Elix’s core innovation is their Magneto Dynamic Coupling (MDC)
technology with outstanding technical advantages. It is a scalable, lowfrequency, flexible technology that produces much less electromagnetic
interference (EMI) with greater cylindrical geometry alignment tolerance
than a high-frequency system. In China, there is a huge demand for
wireless charging technologies. It is expected that in 2017-2021, China's
wireless charging technology market will still be in the early stage of
development, wireless charging technology products still face lots of
challenges, and the maturity of wireless charging technology products
still needs 4-5 years. It is expected that China's wireless charging in
2021 The technology market will reach 1.07 billion RMB (about $200 M
CAD). Therefore, we found this great opportunity and time node to help
Elix stepping into the Chinese market and finally becoming the
standards marker in the field of wireless charging in China.
Elix joined our China trip and made
significant effective connections with
Chinese parties, including Youyi Big Data
Centre and Shunde Innovation Group.
Nearly 10 million CAD term sheets were
signed after the trip. Thanks to our joint
efforts, Elix has already soft landed in
Shanghai by setting up an engineering
center, for further developing the Chinese
market. Elix has Closed a USD $5M A-Round
with Chongqing Zongshen Power as the
manufacturing partner.
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Empower
Operations
is
a
Canadian
engineering
design
software
company,
providing the most advanced solutions for
intelligent decision making with AI-based
optimization technology. Its flagship software, OASIS, is a result of more
than 20 years of world-leading university research, which can help
engineers effectively find the best product and process design with
superb efficiency. OASIS has seen its application in automotive,
aerospace and energy industries, saving clients at least 5%-10% in
costs and improving product quality by up to 65%.
Industrial design and simulation software has a huge market in China.
the market volume of industrial design software is going to reach 7.8
billion US dollars by the end of 2018. The technical innovation of
Empower’s OASIS is an important prerequisite for developing the
Chinese market. On the other side, Chinese industrial design companies
and manufacturers have the strong demand for this technology.
Therefore, the C2CAN China Business Development Trip became an
indispensable bridge linking Empower and Chinese market.
The company has participated the China trip twice and formed the
partnerships with several Chinese partners, such as Sanshui
Industrial Park. With the help of C2CAN, Empower Operation has already
landed in China and the company is planning to set up the R&D
department in China soon.

Testimonials:
The participants spoke highly of the experience and the achievements
of our C2CAN China Trip:
“The C2CAN trip had truly been an eye opener for me and my team. Not
only did I get to connect with hundreds of serious institutional investors
within 10 days, most importantly, I get to discovers and understand
market opportunities on this continent with 1.5 billion populations. I
truly recommend Canadian startups to join C2CAN trip and explore how
your technology can be applied to the HUGE market in China.”
---Joseph Zeng, CEO of HouseSigma
“This was a well-organized trip and I learned a lot. The opportunity to
see what is going on in china is far better than reading about it or
watching it on TV.”
---Brian Kwok, Fusion Genomis VP Product Development
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"The China investment tour with C2CAN was invaluable for Emigro as
we got our first partnership deal and seed investment. William and the
team organized a great tour with very high value hosts. I would highly
recommend it!"
---Blake Sieders, Founder & CEO of Emigro
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About Us:
C2CAN, which is known as China Canada
Commercialization & Acceleration Network,
is a co-founded platform between CCCIC
and SFU VentureLabs®. C2CAN’s mission is
to support commercialization of advanced
technologies originating from China and Canada. The network utilizes the
resource to build up the lively ecosystem for Canadian hi-tech startups and
Chinese capital & market. Meanwhile, this network connects technology
innovators and entrepreneurial leaders with the people, programs and
resources needed to accelerate commercialization and venture growth in both
countries.

China
Canada
CleanTech
Innovation Centre (CCCIC), a
joint venture of Hanhai Holdings,
Tsinghua Holdings, Jilin Right
Environmental Protection Group and Henan New Future Investment Group,
was officially established on in Vancouver. The CCCIC is a China-Canada hightech accelerator which focuses on clean-tech, medical device, internet and new
energy industry. CCCIC, bringing the new business model “Platform +
Acceleration Fund + Talents”, aims to bridge the gap between Canadian
technology and Chinese market resource.

VentureLabs® is a world-class technology
business accelerator program delivered by
Simon Fraser University in partnership with
the NRC IRAP, the BC Innovation Council,
University partners including Ryerson
University, the University of Ontario Institute of Technology, the University of
Victoria, the British Columbia Institute of Technology, the Emily Carr University
of Art + Design, government and industry partners.
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